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Abstract 
Lukassen, A., and G. Vossen, A formal framework for independence with respect io 
in the universal relattoll model, Theoretical Computer Science 82 (1991) 303-327. 
transactions 
The notion of independence of a relational database scheme in the context of the universal relational 
model is investigated. A new, formal definition of independence in terms of database transactions 
is given that tries to reflect the dynamic behaviour of a database under the assumptions of this 
model. Known results are restated in this new framework, and two approaches for ccping with 
“dependent” schemes are described. First, a precise statement of how such schemes can be handled 
is given in terms of schema ecgions, and a tableau-based method is presented for computing these 
regions. Second, independence is relatiuized by taking transaction semantics into account. It is 
shown that any database scheme can be handled by a database system in a way that is similar to 
independent ones if this semantics is chosen appropriately. 
1. Introduction 
We consider the notion of independence in relational databases under the universal 
relation model of data. In the literature, a database scheme has informally been 
called “independent” if for each state it is true that base relations may be updated 
individually without having to care for the contents of other relations. More formally, 
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Germany; this work was done while both authors were with the Technical University of Aachen. 
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a d;i;abase schema is independent if for each state local consistency implies global 
consistency. Here, “local” consistency means that (in any instance for that schema) 
each base relation satisfies its “private” dependencies, and “global” consistency 
means that the state as a whole has a (pure or weak) universal instance. We generalize 
this notion by taking into account transactions, and provide new insight into the 
question of how to cope with non-independence. 
Our treatment may be informally motivated as follows. If we represent adat;xbase 
schema by a graph where each vertex stands for a relation schema (and an edge 
connects two vertices if, for instance, the corresponding relation schemas have 
attributes in common), then checking local consistency means that we are operating 
in one special point (vertex) of this graph. Hence, we are actually checking “point- 
wise” consistency. Now suppose the database scheme is also constrained by inter- 
relational conditions (such as inclusion dependencies). Then (local) constraint 
checking may eventually imply that more than one relation is involved. Stated in 
the graph model, it may happen that, in order to be able to say that a “point” is 
correct, a (local) region around that point has to be inspected. Obviously, it would 
be nice if such “local” operations were always sufficient for guaranteeing lobal 
consistency. If they were, it would be appropriate to call the database schema 
independent. (Note that we are still talking of “local” consistency, but this notion 
is now slightly more general than what we called pointwise consistency above.) 
This is in certain analogy to graph theory, where “locality” or a “local property” 
of some vertex means that it is in general not sufficient o just look at an individual 
node, but it is on the other hand most often not necessary to look at the graph as 
a whole for deciding on that particular property. 
In this paper we formalize a corresponding notion of independence for (relational) 
database schemas. As does related work on this topic, we do so in the context of 
the universal relation data model, where it is assumed that any schema under 
consideration is a “replacement” for some universal relation (UR) schema, and that 
these two schemas are so-tehsw related with respect o their possible instances. 
Usually, such a relationship is introduced implicitly by means of an assumption. 
In our framework, however, assilmptions are represented explicitly by so-called UR 
dependencies, which essentially are inclusion dependencies that establish a relation- 
ship between a given universal schema and a database schema that replaces it. 
One central point in the framework we present in this paper is a clear distinction 
between “syntactical” concepts or tasks that are associated exclusively with the level 
of the database schema (such as functional dependencies and their preservation, 
which should be performed by an underlying database management system), and 
concepts that establish a “semantic” relationship between that schema and its 
“associated” universal schema (such as the above mentioned assumptions). 
The other is that we also take the maintenance problem and thus transactions 
into consideration; this makes it possible to restrict he attention to states or instances 
of the schema which are really “achievable” (in the sense that there is a sequence 
of transactions that generates it). 
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These preparations will make it possible (1) to declare a database schema indepen- 
dent, if for each generatable state, satisfaction of intra- irrzd interrclational dependen- 
cies implies satisfaction of the UR dependencies, and (2) to give a clear explanation 
of what is going on if some scheme is not independent. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we present our formal 
framework, which generalizes known ones since it explicitly takes interrelational 
constraints into account. We define consistent databases and transactions on them, 
and we introduce a formal notion for universal relation database schemas. In Section 
3 we restate some known results from the literature in this framework, and we state 
several new results concerning the “user ulness” of the strong universal instance 
assumption. In Section 4 we elaborate on non-independence; to this end, we 
investigate two approaches. First we introduce the independence region of a relation 
schema (and of a transaction) as that i~rt of the database schema that one would 
“wish” to maintain if an instance over this schema undergoes an update operation. 
In addition, we introduce the maintenance region of a relation schema (and of a 
transaction) as that part of the database schema that ‘%a~” to be maintained to 
guarantee global consistency. We show that these regions coincide for independent 
database schemas, derive several results on the latter region, and present an algorithm 
for determining it. In the second approach, we relatiuize indrpendence by restricting 
the allowed set of transactions and by providing a particular semantics for this set. 
Finally, in Section 5 we present several questions that remain open. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section we compile basic definitions and notations from the theory of the 
relational model of databases that are used in this paper; for more information on 
this, the reader is referred to [21,31]. We develop a formalism that is general enough 
to capture some of the various assumptions from universal relation theory. In 
addition, we introduce a simple model of transactions. 
2.1. Locally consistent databases 
Let X = {A,, . . . , A,} be a finite set of attributex To each A E X corresponds an 
underlying domain dam(A). A tuple over X is a mapping p : X + dam(X), 
dam(X) = UAEX dam(A) such that p( Ai) E dom( Ai) for 1 s i s m. Let Tup( X) 
denote the set of all tuples over X. A relation over X, denoted r(X) or simply r if 
X is understood, is a (finite) subset of Tup(X). Let Rel( X) denote the set of all 
relations over X, i.e., Rel( X) is the powerset of Tup( X). 
FOY a given set X of attributes, we restrict the set Rel(X) to “legal” relations by 
requiring that each r E Rel(X) under consideration satisfies a given set & of 
dntrarelational con.$raints, where the attributes that are “mentioned” in any member 
of & occur in X. Formally, a constraint a E & is a mapping from )to{O,lj 
(where 0 stands for “false” and 1 for “true”) such that g(r) = 1 if r satisfies c7 and 
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0 otherwise. Thus, & itself can be understood as a menping from Rel(X) to (0, 1) 
where & (r) = /\crC~,K 0 r ( ), and “A” denotes (Boolean) conjunction. 
Let Sat(X, & ) = {r E Rel( X) 1 J& (r) = 1). A pair (X, & ) is called relation schema 
and is as usual equipped with a name, i.e., R = (X, 2~ )= 
A database schema D is a pair ( , i&-J, where R is a (finite) set of relation schemas 
which is connected when considered as a hypergraph, and & is a (finite) set of 
interrelational constraints tating when a set of relations makes sense as a whole. 
Formally, for ]RI = k, such a constraint v is a mapping from Dat(D) = 
I( rl 9 . . . , rk}lrjERel(Xi) for 1 d i s k}, the set of all databases over 0, to (0, 1) such 
that o(d) = 1 if d E Dat( D) satisfies Q and 0 otherwise. Hence, the mapping from 
Dat(D’. to {‘I* 11 defined by & can be written as Z,(d) = /\rrCrD o(d). 
We r;. c %rict any set Zn of interrelational constraints to contain only dependencies 
which are “meaningful” in the sense of the underlying application (for instance, 
the constraint “o(d) = 1 :e d is not the empty state” is not considered meaningful), 
and in which distinct names of relation schema5 from R appear; thus we avoid that 
intrarelational constraints may be interrelational ones as well, and in particular that 
UR dependencies as introduced in Section 2.3 may be considered as elements of 
&, already (for a formal statement of this restriction, see [28]). 
As for relations. we need a notion of “legal” databases. A database d is called 
pointwise consistent if each ri E d satisfies its intrarelational constraints; let Sat(R) := 
{dEDat(D)]riESat(Xi,Z,y,)for 1 s i =G k} denote the set of all pointwise consistent 
databases over D. A database d is called locally consistent if it is pointwise consistent 
and in addition satisfies 2,; if Sat(&) denotes the set of all d E Dat( D) satisfying 
&, we may denote the set of all locally consistent databases by Sat(D) := Sat(R) n 
Sat( &). 
2.2. Transactions on databases 
In the presence of dependencies, update-operations on relations have to preserve 
them. We consider these operations next. We propose a simple model of database 
transactions that captures the way transactions are generally understood in a straight- 
forward formal manner. 
The basic relational operations we need are set union and difference. If r, tup E 
Rel(X), then +( r, tup) denotes r u tup, -(r, tup) denotes r - tup. 
Transactions can be classified into reader- and writer-transactions. Broadly speak- 
ing, the former are queries, while the latter are updates. In this paper, we are 
concerned with updates and introduce a model of transactions which follows the 
distinction between the “syntax” of an expression and the “semantics” of its 
valuation (with respect to a given state) that is commonly used for describing 
relational algebra [21,28,31]. 
Let be a set of relation schemas, R R,, . . . , R,}. An action over R has the 
form +( R,, tup) or -( Ri, tup), where Ri tup G Tup( Xi), Itup 3 1. For an action 
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a, the format of a, denoted format(a), is + Ri if a = +( Ri, tup) and -Ri if a = 
-( Ri, tup); the relation schema referenced by a, denoted ref( a), is Ri if format( a) E 
{+Ri, -Ri}. An action Q is called atomic, if Itup = 1; in this case we also write 
*(Rig P) for *(Rig {p))* 
A transaction is a non-empty, finite sequence of elementary actions over 
pairwise distinct format. We restrict our attention to “meaningful” transactions only, 
where a transaction t is considered meaningful if no subsequence of the form 
(+( Rig tup), -( Ri, tup)) (or vice versa) appears in t. More formally, if both 
+( Ip,, tup,) and -(Riy tupz) appear in t, and tup, up2 = 0, t is called compact. 
Let T(R) denote the set of all transactions ove (we will simply write T in the 
sequel if R is understood). If t E T has the form t = (a,, . . . , a,), the format of t, 
denoted format(t), is the set {format( ai) 11 G i 6 n}; the set of relation schemas 
referenced by t, denoted ref( t), is {ref( ai) 11 G is n}. t is atomic if each action in t 
is atomic. Finally, the length of t, denoted lg( t), is n if t consists of n actions. 
We now turn to the application of actions and transactiuns to databases. 
Let d E Dat( D). The valuation of an action Q with respect to d, denoted u,(d), 
simply replaces the relation name in a (ref( a)) by its current value from d, in 
the same fashion as relational queries are evaluated. Hence vJd) = 
{r 1,=*=9 ri_1, +(ri, tllp), ri+l , . . . , rk} it’ a = +( Rig tup) (and analogously for a dele- 
tion). Thus, if an action is evaluated or applied to a particular state d, then a set 
of tuples is inserted into or deleted from one of the relations in d, :*:here dependencies 
do not have any influence yet. 
This becomes different for transactions, because as is common in the theory of 
concurrency control, a transaction is always assumed to be a consistency-preserving 
semantic unit. So let d E Sat(D). The valuation of a transaction t E T with respect 
to ci,denoted v,(d),is d’= VJ va,,_, (. . . (v,,( v,,( d) . . .) if d’E Sat(D) and d otherwise. 
A transaction is either evaluated completely or not at all; in this way we avoid 
“side efitcts” that may occur if some but not all actions are evaluated on a particular 
state. We assume that the underlying database management system is able to check 
the integrity constraints that assure local consistency; a transaction t is then executed 
completely, and if the resulting state d’ is a member of Sat( D), d’ is the new current 
state (t is “committed”); otherwise, the original d is recovered (t is “aborted” or 
rolled back). 
A transaction is called relevant o database state d = {r, , . . . , rk}, if +( Ri, tup) E t 
implies tup n rj 
. . 
=(b and -( Ri, tup) E t imphes tup G ri. 
We call d E Sat(D) a jixpoint of t E T if v,(d) = d. Let Fix( t ) denote the set of all 
fixpoints of t. t E T is executa61e on d E Sat( 6)) if d is not a member of Fix(t); let 
Exec( t) denote the set of all consistent databases on which t is executable. It follows 
that for any t E T, Sat(D) = Fix(t) u Exec( t). 
Note that a state d is a fixpoint of t E T’, i.e., d E Fix(t), ifI the valuation of all 
actions in t, denoted d’ above, equals d or 02 Sat(D) holds. Hence d E 
Exec( t) iff dp # d and d’ E Sat(D). In addition, the following holds. 
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Lemma 2.1. Let t E T be compact and relevant to d E Sat(D), and let d’ (as dejned 
above) be a member of Sat(D). Then d E Exec( t) i$d # d’. 
roof. (if): This direction follows from the definition of Exec( t). 
(only if): Assume th&’ d = d’. This may occur for two reasons: (i) There are 
actions aj = +( Ri, tup) aid a, = -( Ri, tup) in t, j # s. This contradicts the assumption 
that t is compact. (ii) There are actions of the form +( Ri, tup) in t such that tup s ri, 
or -( Ri, tup) such that tup n ri = 8. But this contradicts the assumption that t is 
relevant o d. 0 
A final notion which has to be introduced in this section is that of a transaction- 
generated set of databases. First note that the empty state, denoted 0, is always 
consistent. Now if D is a database schema, and T is the set of transactions over 
D, Iet 
Gen( T) := (d E Sat(D) 1(3t l, l l . , t,,, E T, m 2 1) d = v ,,,, (v ,,,, _,i.. . (q(kN l l J}- 
Hence Gen( T) c Sat(D), so that T is sound iy the sense of [ 11. That it is also 
complete in sense of [I], i.e., Sat(D) E Gen( T), at least in the (most) general case 
we are dealing with, can be seen immediately. 
Lemma 2.2. Gen( T) = Sat(D). 
Proof. Let dESat(D), d=(r,,... , rk}, let 0 denote the empty state as above, and 
consider the transaction t = (+( RI, r,), +( RI, rz), . . . , +( Rk, rk)). Obviously, v,(p)) = 
d and hence d E Gen( T). Our claim follows. 0 
Note that it is shown in [ 1,2] that for so-called “parameterizcd” transactions 
(“programs”) which include separate modify-actions and for which evaluation is 
defined without any regard to dependencies (called “weak” evaluation in [29]), it 
is undecidable in general whether these two sets are equal. The difference in our 
treatment of transactions is that we require that transactions are mappings from 
Sat(D) to itself, and that we consider a modification as a deletion followed by an 
insertion. In [ 11, (parameterized) transactions are regarded as some kind of substitute 
for a set of constraints uch that constraint checking can become unnecessary when 
a “transactional schema” is used; we here take the view that a DBMS which manages 
a relational database (schema) has at least to be capable of performing (local) 
constraint checking. 
The following lemmas are immediate consequences of our definitions. 
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Emma 2.3. If T’ E T, then Gen( T’) c Gen( T). 
Lemma 2.4. Let t E T and d E Sat(D). d E Exec( t) implies v,(d) E Fix(t), i.e., each 
transaction is executable on any state at most once. 
2.3. Universal relation database schemas 
Next we turn to the universal relation (IJR) model of data [23]. In this model a 
database schema does not exist “contextfree”; instead, it has to be regarded as a 
substitute for a universal schema R = (U, 2,) that on the one hand models some 
real-world application and at the same time forms the basis for a simple user interface 
[9]; on the other hand, R is inappropriate for serving as a database schema (where 
R = (R}) for reasons such as update-anomalies [5,30]. 
As a consequence, a universal schema (where U is based on the universal relation 
schema ssumption) is most often used for design purposes only [5], but is sometimes 
also used as a basis for the external user view of a database system (called “universal 
Fchema interface”, see [9,19,22]). Following 19,281, a database schema then is the 
conceptual view of the database, and the inherent problem that has to be solved is 
to give a precise notion of when a re!ation over R and a database over D are 
considered “equivalent”. V/hat is needed for such a notion is a way to relate these 
two types of instances which must at least say how one can be computed from the 
other. To cope with this problem, several assumptions have been made in the 
literature, the most prominent of which are the pure or strong universul instance 
assumption and the weak universal instance assumption [27]. 
We want to express these assumptions formally and at the same time give a precise 
siatement of independence in their presence; before we can do so, we need some 
more definitions. 
A set C of (relation- or database-) dependencies (logicai!y) implies a single 
(relation- or database-) dependency u9 denoted C I= a, if each relation (database) 
that satisfies C also satisfies a, resp. [ 121. Implication generalizes to sets C and 2 ’ 
of dependencies in the cbvious manner; hence we will write C I= C’ if C implies C *. 
A functional dependency (FD) over a set X of attributes is a statement of the form 
Y+ Z; a relation r E Rel(X) satisfies the (intrarelational) constraint Y + 2 if for 
each pair p, v of tuples from r, p[ Y] = v[ Y] implies p[Z] = v[Z]. By F we denote 
a set of FDs in what follows; then F+ denotes the set of ail FDs implied by F9 i.e., 
the closure of F. Also, Y+ denotes the closure of an attribute set Y9 i.e., the set of 
all attributes A such that Y + A E F+. An attribute set Y s X is a key for the relation 
schema R = (X, F) if Y+ = X and Y is minimal (with respect o set inclusion) with 
this property. Notice that [30] characterizes FD implication in terms of transactions 
as introduced in Section 2.2. 
For two relation schemas Ri, Rj E i #j, and sequences V( W) of (type-compat- 
ible) attributes from Xi (Xi), resp., an inclusion dependency (IND) is a statement 
of the form Ri[ V] c Rj[ W]; a database d such that ri, 5 E d satisfies this (interrela- 
tional) constraiikt if the projection of ri onto V is a subset of the projection of rj 
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onto W, i.e., nv( ri) c nw( 5). By I we denote a set of INDs (over a given set of 
relation schemas). 
A universal relation database schema (URDS) is a triple 
S=(R,D,&) 
where R = ( U, F) is a universal (relation) schema, D = (R, &) is a database schema 
such that UFz, Xi = U, and & is a set of UR dependencies that state how Rel( U) 
and Dat( D) (or more precisely, Sat( U, F) and Sat(D)) should be related. Hence, 
a UR dependency is not simply a statement concerning the elements of a database 
schema; instead, it establishes a relationship between the “syntax” D and the 
“semantics” R of a URDS S. 
More formally, a UR dependency c E C u is a mapping from Rel( V) x Dat( D) 
to (0, 1) such that a( u, d) = 1 if (u, d) satisfies CF and 0 otherwise. Let Sat(&) 
denote the set of all databases d E Dat( D) for which there exists a (universal) 
relation r E Sat( U, F) such that 25” (r, d) := /jtTi r‘r, o( r, d) = 1. 
We call a database d globally (“ UR”) consistent if it is locally consistent and in 
addition satisfies x0, i.e., Sat(S) := Sat(D) n Sat(&). 
What we want to emphasize at this point is the advantage that results from using 
the UR model to introduce a clear separation between the “external” level of a 
database and its “conceptual” one on the one hand, and stating clearly how these 
two levels are related on the other. UR dependencies do not occur when the general 
relationai model is utilized, since there is no “superior” context in which a database 
schema or an instance for that schema has to be seen. In Section 3 we will review 
known ways of how to specify such a context. 
2.4. Independence 
We now turn to independence of a database schema. Traditionally (compare, for 
instance, [15,24]), a database schema is called “independent” if pointwise con- 
sistency (which is called “local consistency” in the former reference) implies global 
consistency. In [lo], the even stronger notion of separability is proposed. A database 
schema is separable if it is independent in the sense just mentioned, and in addition 
each schema instance is complete, i.e., any tuple that can be “derived” from a given 
instance by applying the dependencies tothe base relation tuples is already represen- 
ted in that state. While this notion can be shown to provide independence in the 
abstract sense of [3] (see [ 101 for a proof) we restrict our attention to the more 
intuitive former notion here. 
The difference between our notion of independence and the known one will be 
twofold. First we consider it more appropriate to maintain interrelational constraints 
as well, and second we choose a pragmatic way of stating independence by “restrict- 
ing” the attention ic transaction-generatable states. 
We first remind the reader of the “classical” maintenance problem which may 
be stated as follows [ 141. If d is a globally consistent database over D (d E Sat(S)), 
and d’ results from d by the application of an atomic transaction (consisting of 
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exactly one insertion’ to d, is d’ in Sat(S)? Note that it was shown in [ 151 that this 
problem is a coNP-h. *d decision problem in special cases; see also [ 16) for another 
intractability result in tu’ris context, and [ 141 for an alternative approach to ours for 
coping with this problem. 
We now rephrtse the maintenance problem in our context and at the same time 
generalize it slightly. If d is in Gen( T) n Sat(S) and d’= o,(d) for some t E T, is d’ 
a member of Sat(S)? 
Notice that we could introduce transactions before talking about UR dependen- 
cies, since we do not consider it appropriate to require that a transaction maps 
Sat(S) to itself; instead, it seems reasonable to assume-in the UR model as in the 
general model -that a transaction maps Sat(D) to itself meaning that the underlying 
DBMS is responsible for local, but not for glcbal consistency. 
We consider it appropriate to call a given D independent (or, strictly speaking, 
for given S = (R, 0, &), we call R and D “‘independent from each other”) if the 
maintenance problem has a positive answer for any consistent state, or, by Lemma 
2.2, if Gen( T) c Sat(S). Noiice rnat a positive answer to the maintenance problem 
does not necessarily imply that this problem can be solved efficiently; however, 
polynomial solutions are available under certain conditions [6,9,10,14,26]. 
Notice also that we here do not require that Sat(D) C_ Sat(S), although Sat(D) = 
Gen( T) in the general case; instead, we consider it important-and this approach 
will be confirmed by later results-to view independence of some D as being 
conditional on T. It follows that in the case of independence, checking intra- 
and interrelational constraints is sufficient for guaranteeing satisfaction of the UR 
dependencies. 
3. Results for special UR dependencies 
From now on we assume that if S is a URDS containing a universal schema 
R = ( U, F), then the D component of S embeds a cover of F, i.e., (Uf=, F,)+ = F’. 
The assumptions mentioned in Section 2.3 can now be stated formally (using INDs) 
as follows [ll]. For R={RI,..., Rk}, Ri=(Xi, Fi) for lsisk, R=(U, F), let 
c w :={Ris R[Xi]Il~i~kI 
be an encoding of the weak and 
one of the strong instance assumption. It follows that a pointwise consistent database 
satisfies the strong (weak) instance assumption if it is a member Sat( 2,) (Sat(&)), 
resp., where we have assumed that &, is empty. 
In the rest of this section we discuss several known results in our new framework. 
The first theorem formalizes a remark in [ 181. 
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:={Ri[XinXj]G Rj[XinXj](i#jAXinXj#8}, and let 2°C 
U f=, &, . Then & I= &, i.e., each database that is globally consistent with respect o 
& is also “pairwise consistent”. 
Note that the converse of Theorem 3.1 (i.e., & t= &) does not hold in 
To see this, consider the following database from [6]: 
eral. 
Assuming & = 0, each pointwise consistent database (and in particular the one 
shown) which is also pairwise consistent (i.e., in Sat(&)) does not necessarily 
belong to Sat(&), i.e., has a strong universal instance. For implication of & a 
property of D is needed. A database schema D is called macyclic, if the Graham- 
reduction [6,21] reduces D to the empty set when D is considered as a hypergraph. 
With this property, the following can be proven [6]. 
Theorem 3.2. Let F = 0. D is ry-acyclic i$C, I= &. 
Corollary 3.3. Let R = ( U, F), D = (R, .&), & = &. If D is ar-acyc!ic, then D is 
independent. 
Proof. Let D be cy-acyclic, and Bet d E Gen( T). By Theorem 3.2, for d there exists 
a relation r E Re\( U) such that for each index i the projection of r onto Xi equals 
r,. We have to show that r E Sat( U, F). To this end, note that each ri is pointwise 
consistent, which implies that the ri portion of r satisfies the embedded FDs from 
F. Since D is assumed to embed a cover of F, d satisfies F’ iff r satisfies F+; hence 
r E Sat( U, F). q 
The central question with any set of UR dependencies i whether it is “reasonable” 
in some sense, where reasonability should at least imply that the database schema 
under consideration has a certain flexibility of manipulating (universal relation) 
data by transactions. We attempt o show that this must not be expected for C, (see 
also [7,28] and Section 4.3); to begin with, we try to depart from an empty database 
over an independent schema. 
Let S = ( R, D, &), where D is independent, and let d denote the empty 
state. Then for each t E T the following holds: d E Exec( t) i$format( t) = { + Ri 1 Ri E R} 
and t obeys pairwise consistency (i.e., the result of the evaluation of t with respect o 
d is in Sat(&)). 
roof. (only if): d E Exec( t) ilT v,(d) # d. Since D is independent, v,(d) E Sat(S). 
Hence, by Theorem 3.1, u,(d) is pairwise consistent, i.e., satisfies &. Thus t inserts 
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something into each ri, i.e., format(t) = (+ Ri 1 Ri E } (note that t, accor$ing to our 
definition of a transaction, does not insert as well as delet he same set of tuples 
into or from one relation), and in addition, for each Ri, Rj such that X, n Xj # 0, 
there are actions in t that insert tuples into ri and 5 which agree on Xi n Xj. 
(if ): Suppose that d E Exec( t). Hence v,(d) = d and d E Fix( t j. If format(t) f
{ Ri 1 Ri E R}, the assertion is shown. Otherwise, t violates pairwise consistency by 
the independence of D. 0 
It follows from Lemma 3.4 that even if D is independent, atransaction is executable 
on the empty state (under &) iff it is a “universal insertion”. Next consider a 
non-empty state, say d. The following result is shown in 1281. 
Lemma 3.6. Let S be as in Lemma 3.4. Then for any insert-transaction t E T and ana+ 
d E Sat(D), d E Exec( t) implies that t preserves pairwise consistency and can (in case 
ref( t) # R) be extended to some t’ E T such that ref( t’) = R and v,(d) = vJd ). 
What we consider more important is a sufficient condition for membership in 
Exec( t) for some t E T, i.e., the reverse direction of Lemma 3.6; to this end, we have 
the following. 
Lemma 3.7. Let S be as in Lemma 3.4, where D = ( , &). Then for every insevt- 
transaction t E T and every state d E Sat(S) the following holds: if t preserves pain twise 
and pairwise consistency and contains (at least) one action a = +( Ri, tup) such 
(RAE Xi)(3p E tup) p(A)& qh), 
then d E Exec( t ). 
Proof. Let action a be as above. Then ri u tup E Sat( Rj), since t preserves 6. Sinr;e 
t preserves &, there exists an action a’ = +( Rj, tup’) for each Xj such that j -i i acd 
AE Xj with $(A)= p(A) for each pktup’. For each such a’, r+ tupk Sat( 
Since t inserts at least one new tuple into d without violating a const 
that v,(d) f d, which had to be shown. (Note that the independence of 
the UR consistency of d.) Cl 
The next result concerns the particular form which a transaction that preserves 
point- as well as pairwise consistency may have; again, its proof can be found in [28]. 
a 3.8. Let S be as in Lemma 3.4, D be independent, and assume that each Ri E 
is in Boyce-Codd Normal Form (i.e., the left-hand side of every non-trivial FD in Fi 
is a key for Ri). Let t = (+(R,, p)) E T, p E ri, where ri E d, d E Sat(S). Then each of 
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the following two conditions is suficient for d being a member of Exec( t): 
(i) (VjPi)XinXj=@A(3AEXi)p(A)EnA(ri) 
I\ t preserves pointwise consistency; 
(ii) (Vj# i) XinX,#O * 
where K (Ri) denotes the set of all keys of Ri. 
These results indicate that under &, it is hardly possible to circumvent the 
prerequisite of D being independent; we may hence consider & as too strong a 
condition for the general case that the schema under consideration is cyclic. 
We consider the weak instance assumption next. The notion of independence 
from [15] is easily shown to be equivalent o our notion of independence with a 
special choice of the corresponding parameters. A “pragmatic” way of characterizing 
independent schemas is by using Sagiv’s uniqueness condition [26]. A relation 
schema Ri = (Xi, F,) is unique, if for each A E Xt there is no Rj, j # i, such that for 
some key K of Rj with A E Xj - K it is ;rue that K u A c (Xi) Tj (or, informally 
speaking, if the computation of XT can be done in a unique fashion); D satisfies 
the trniqdeness condition if each Ri contained in 6) is unique. Then the result that 
originally appeared in [26] can be rephrased as follows (for a brief proof, see [28]). 
Theorem 3.9. Let R = ( U, F), D = (R, @), S = (R, D, &), where each Fi consists of 
key-dependencies only ( FDs whose left-hand sides are keys ). D is independent iff D 
satisjes the uniqueness condition. 
n [ 15,261, no interrelational constraints are considered. In this case, pointwise 
consistency becomes equivalent o local consistency, so that the notions of inde- 
pendence defined in these references become special cases of our notion of 
independence. 
According to Theorem 3.9, the situation is acceptable in case that there are no 
interrelational constraints and the database schema is uniqtle. In this section we 
consider the general case. We give a new, but straightforward and intuitively 
appealing characterization of independence that will allow us to gain some insight 
into the problem of how to handle non-independent schemas. 
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4.1. Independence- and maintenance-regions 
Let S be a URDS, and let d E Sat(S). We want to apply a transaction t to d such 
that u,(d) # d. If D is independent, local consistency of the resulting state suffices 
to guarantee global consistency. What we actually have to do in this case is to check 
each (intra- or interrelational) dependency by which Ri is “affected”. As far as FDs 
are concerned, we may assume that these dependencies affect a single “point” only; 
if interrelational dependencies, i.e., inclusion dependencies, have to be checked, 
two relation schemas are affected. In any case, we would like to know all schemas 
that have to be checked if an insertion or deletion with respect to & is required. 
In addition, we would like to obtain (the names of) those schemas in a purely 
“syntactical” manner, i.e. by simply inspecting & and &, for each i. 
We formalize this as follows. For R; E R, the independence region of R;, denoted 
indreg( R,), is the smallest set R’S R of relation schemas such that the following 
holds: for each d E Sat(S), each p E Tup(Xi), and an action a = *( Ri, I_c), u,(d) E 
Sat(D) iff ua(d)[R’]ESat(D’), where u,(d)[R’]:= (5~ t,,(d)1 RjE ‘}, D’ = (R’, &), 
20’ := {a[W’] I(7 E 2,). 
If indreg is checked after an atomic action in Ri with respect to a globally 
consistent d is performed, local consistency of the resulting state is guaranteed. It 
should be noted that the cardinality of indreg( Ri) depends on the dependencies 
that affect Ri only. 
Next we extent the last definition to transactions. The independence region of a 
transaction P E T, denoted indreg( t), is UR,Cref,, ) indreg( Ri). 
Lemma 4.1. Let d E Sat(D), and let t = (a,, . . . , a,,) E T be compact and relevant to 
d. Then d E Exec( p) if 
(QE u&J,_,(. . . (z,,,(d) l l l )IRjEindreg(t))ESat(D’) 
(where D’ is as above with R’ = indreg( t)) and t is not rolled back. 
Proof. The only-if direction follows from the definition of Exec(t); the opposite 
direction is implied by u,(d) # d, since by the definition of indreg( t), if u,( d )[ D’] E 
Sat( D’), then u,(d) E Sat(D). Cl 
NOW suppose that we are dealing with a database schema D which is not 
independent. In this case, the “normal” way to determine global consistency after 
changing a database state is to check the state as a whole. But in many cases, even 
in this situation it suffices to check a “substate” only (see also [ 141 for an elaboration 
on this observation). 
More formally, the maintenance region of a schema Ri, denoted maintreg( Ri), is 
defined in the same way as above, but with Sat(D) replaced by Sat(S). Similarly, 
the mainienance region of a transxtion t E T (maintreg( ! )) is UR, E ref,,j maintreg( Ri ). 
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Example 4.2. Let D consist of RI = (ABC, {A + BC}), R2 = (BG, {B + G}), R3 = 
(CG, (C + G}), and let & = uf=, E w (R,[ B] s R2[ B]}. Finally, let & = &. Then 
indreg = {R,, R,}, but maiwtreg( R,) = {R, , R1, R3}. (Note that if each occur- 
rence of attribute G in R3 is replaced by E, then the database schema becomes 
unique and indreg( R,) = maintreg( R,).) 
Now let uI = +(R,, (1, I, l)), a2 = +(R2, (I, l)), and let t = (a,, a,). Then 
indreg( t) = {RI, &}, maintreg( t) = {R, R2, R,); the latter holds since in any state 
d, r3 has to be inspected for guaranteeing the existence of a weak instance. 
Obviously, indreg( t) E maintreg( t) for each t E T, and the same holds for schema 
regions. 
Theorem 4.3. Ur~der the assumption Gen( T) = Sat(D), the following statements are 
equivaten t :
(1) D is iridependent; 
(2) maintreg( t) = indreg( t) for each t E T; 
(3) maintreg( Ri) = indreg( Rj) for each Ri E R. 
roof. (2)+( 1) is trivial. For (1) *(3), let D be independent, i.e., Gen( T) = 
Sat{ D) C_ Sat(S). IIence Gen( T) = Sat(S) = Sat(D). It follows that indreg( Ri) = 
maintreg(Ri) for each i, 1 s i s k. Finally, (3) *(2) follows from the definitions of 
the transaction regions above and the latter observation. Cl 
4.2. Resuh m non&dependence 
In this section we restrict ourselves to schemas S where R = ( U, F), D = (R, 0), 
& = 2&, and where F]: = F’IX, for each i. We state several results on maintenance 
regions, the proofs of which are abbreviated here; their full versions can be found 
in [20]. 
In the case of &_, = & global consistency of a database has to be checked only 
after insertions (or modifications, which are not considered in this paper), because 
if d is globally consistent and d’ results from d by deleting a tuple, then any weak 
instance fdr d is also a weak instance for d’ (note that this does not hold for & # 0, 
but even in this case after deletions only maintregr,( Rj) has to be checked). 
heore Let maintreg( Ri) = ’ 
aid a (new) tuple p E Tup 
( j z i) iff there is a state 
d E Sat(S) , such that va(d)[R’-{Rj}]E 
‘1 e Sat( S”), where ‘-{Rj}, fl), Z”), 
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Proof. (only if) trivial; (if) by induction on the number of tuples in d. q 
As an illustration of Theorem 4.4, consider the following example. 
Example 4.5. Let D be as in Example 4.2, let C, not contain the inclusion depen- 
dency from Example 4.2, and let & = J&. Then R2 E maintreg( 3) by the following 
observations. Let d contain relations 
Next let a = +(R3, (1,2)). Then for R’= {R,, R2, R3) we have 
s’=!‘/U,{A+ BC, C-, G)), ({R,, &1,0),&d, 
S”=((U,{A+BC, B+G, C+G}),(W,P)),&) 
and vJd)[W’-(R,}]E Sat(S), but u,(d)[R’]e Sat(S”). 
Theorem 4.4 characterizes membership of Rj in maintreg( Rj), but it does not lead 
to an efficient way of computing the maintenance region of R,; it is useful for 
proving the next theorem. 
Theorem 4.6. For each relation schema Ri E IX, the following holds: 
(i) maintreg( Ri) exists and is uniquely determined. 
(ii) maintreg( Ri) # 0 implzes Ri E maintreg( Ri). 
(iii) Rj E maintreg( Rj) implies Ri E maintreg( Rj). 
Property (i) is shown by deriving a contradiction, whereas (ii) and (iii) are shown 
using Theorem 4.4. By Part (iii) of Theorem 4.6, membership in maintreg( Ri) is a 
symmetric property, but it is easy to see that it is neither a reflexive nor a transitive 
one. 
Computation of maintenance regions can be performed by an algorithm that is 
based on tagged tableaux (see [13] for details on tableaux), the basic ideas of which 
will be described in the rest of this section. (For terminological details not explicitly 
introduced here, we refer the reader to the cited references, in particular [13].) 
Each FD X + A E F+ may be considered as a mapping from X-values to A-values. 
If any such mapping is of functional character in a current state, this state is globally 
consistent with respect o F. There may be several possibilities for deriving one FD 
from F. Each such derivation yields a specific mapping for calculating A-values 
from X-values. These derivations can be represented by derivation trees [4,21]* By 
a mapping which is defined in [ 131 derivation trees can be translated into (derivation) 
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expressions (DES) from relational algebra. Evaluation of DES with respect o a given 
state d is performed via tableaux. Since an FD may be embedded in more than one 
relation scheme, we additionally have to distinguish the relation schemas used for 
the application of an FD during the derivation process. In a corresponding tableau, 
the tag-column of each row contains the name of the relation schema that is u~~3 
for applying the FD, producing this row as value. Details of the tableau-construction 
can be found in [13]. 
Two derivation expressions E, and E2 for one FD Xi + A are called consistent in 
Sat(S) iff for each d E Sat(S) and each /L E Tup(Xi) such that ri u {I_c} E Sat(Xi, E) 
it is true that (E,(d))(p) = ( E2(d))(p) (assuming that E, and E2 are defined, resp.). 
Note that this differs from [ 131, where consistency in Sat(D) was considered. 
Consistency in Sat(S) of two DES E, and E2 for one FD Xi + A can be tested 
with a procedure denoted chase( T,,zIRi), where T l,z is a tableau consisting of the 
rows of T1 and T2, the tableaux for E, and E2, resp., and an additional row that 
contains null-constants in the columns that correspond to Ri and tag-value Ri. 
Contrary to chase-procedures described in the literature [13,211, we do not assume 
that the detection of a contradiction during a chase-execution results in an empty 
tableau; instead we use a fag (called “c-flag” in the algorithm presented below) 
that is set to “true” if no contradiction occurs, and to “false” otherwise. In addition, 
we assume that in case of a contradiction, the final tableau showing this result is 
still available for further processing. 
An FD-rule for X + B is applicable to T,,, if for two rows w and w’ of T,,2 the 
following holds: w[tag] Z Ri and w’[tag] # Ri and w[ X] = w’[X]. This rule is applied 
to the rows of T,., , but not to the row that contains the null constants. The procedure 
stops if either the root-values are equated, or if no further application of this rule 
is possible. 
eorem 3. Two derivation expressions E, and E-, are consistent in Sat(S) if and 
only if chase( T,,,I R,) equates their root-values a, and a,. 
For a proof of this theorem, the reader is referred to [20]. If two DES for one 
FD Xi --) A are not consistent in Sat(S), the tableau that results from chasing T,.? 
with respect o Ri contains information on the contents of certain maintenance 
regions. It demonstrates that there is a globally consistent database state and a tuple 
t_c ETup(X,) such that after the insertion of p into the database the resulting state 
is locally consistent, blrt not globally consistent; hence indreg( Ri) f maintreg( Ri) 
for the corresponding - ma R,. In this situation we have to determine those tuples 
in the state that are at lez necessary to derive a contradiction during a chase. 
={R,,..., &}, where R, = (ABC, F, ), R7 = (CDH, F,), R3 = 
F4), Rs = (HG, F5), and R, = (BG, F,), and let F = {C + D, 
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D-, E, E + H, H + G, B + G}. Two derivation trees for RI + G are 
T,=C+D+E+H+G, 
T,=B+G. 
The initial combined tableau Ti,, is the following: 
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A B CDEHG 













The FDs from Tl and T2 are used to construct this initial tableau; each such FD 
corresponds to one row in the combined one. (For example, C + D corresponds to 
the second row, where the C-value is taken from Row 1, and the D-value is the 
new value 6,. Similarly, D+ E takes its D-value (b,) from Row 2 and the new 
E-value is br! .) Chasing this tableau 
following tableau: 
ABCDEHG 
0 0 0 
0 6, 6, b3 a, 
b, b2 b3 a, 
b2 b3 Q1 
b3 Ql 
0 a-, 








This final tableau demonstrates two facts. First, El and Ez (the expressions for T, 
and T2, resp.) are not consi&nt in Sat(S); a contradiction would immediately 
become apparent if the chase is applied to this tableau in the usual way. Second, 
the R3- and R4-rows are not necessary to derive a contradiction when chasing the 
whole tableau. This observation is important, since an inconsistent database state 
with the “structure” of the tableau shown above (i.e., with a conflict in the G-column) 
may be produced by inserting a tuple into I=,, but not by inserting a tuple into r3 
or r4, assuming that the original state was consistent. Hence, though R3 and R4 
seem to be members of the maintenance-region of R, , they actually are not. 
The complete algorithm for computing maintenance regions is shown in Fig. 1. 
The next example illustrates its application. 
xample Let S = (R, D, Z,), where R = (ABCD, {A + B, B + C, C 
A-D}), and*D=({(AB,A+B), (BCD,{B+C,C+D}), (CD,{C+D)), . 
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Input: A UR-scheme S = ( R, 0, &I, ) 
Output: maintreg( R, ) for each R, E R 
Merhod. 
begin 
for each R, E R do 
if 3f~ F+ such that attr(f)s X, 
then maintreg( R, I:= {R, } 
else maintreg( R, ) := 0; 
for each E, and Ez for one FD X, + A do 
begin 
construct T, (* the tableau for E, *); 
construct Tz (* the tableau for Ez * ); 
construct T,,2 (* the combined tableau *I; 
mark the summary of T,,,; 
T,,, := chase( T,q2iR, ); 
if not c-fag then 
begin 
for each row w of T,,, do W[ U - w[tag]] := ‘-*; 
TB:=. T,,,; 
7-A := 8; 
while Ts f Tr\ do 
begin 
TA := T,; 
for j:- 1 to I do 
(* I denotes the number of lines in T,,, *) 
begin 
if W, is not marked then 
begin 
T’:= chase( TB -{NY,}); 
if not c-flag 




for each R,, E T,[tag] do 




Fig. 1. Algorithm for computing maintenance regions. 
{A --, D})}, 8); let the relation schemas be named RI, . . . , R4 in that ordering. We 
construct two DES for the FD R1 + D: 
T,:B+C+D, 
B + C is taken from R2, and C + D is taken from R3, 
i12: n + D (taken from RJ. 
of the algorithm, maintreg( R,) is initialized to {R,}. Next, T,,, looks 
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as follows: 
A B C D tag 
0 0 R* 
0 4 R2 
bl a1 R3 
0 Q2 R4 
Chasing 7’1,2 yields a contradiction; the resulting tableau is 
A B C D tag 
0 0 RI 
- 0 b, a, R2 
- b, Q1 R3 
0 - - a, R4 
Next this tableau is stored to Ts, and the while-loop is entered. First, Ts without 
the R2-row is chased, during which no contradiction occurs. Then Te is chased 
without the R3-row, and the resulting contradiction causes the R3-row to be elim- 
inated from TB. During the further executions of the inner for-loop, no more rows 
of Ts are eliminated. The resulting tableau is 
A B C D 1 tag 
It follows that maintreg( R,) = {R,} u { R2, R4}. Though it originally seemed that RI 
is dependent on R3, the algorithm reveals that this is not true. Additional mainten- 
ance-regions can be computed similarly. 
Theorem 4.110. The algorithm shown in Fig. 1 correctly computes maintreg(Ri) for 
each Ri E R. 
There are some interesting facts about the final T&ableau in the inner for-loop 
of the above algorithm: First, this tableau represents aso-called one-bounded deriua- 
tion tree [13]. The result of transforming this tree into a DE may be neither E, nor 
E2, but it shows that only one-bounded erivation trees have to be checked. This 
result is similar to a theorem in [13]; it reduces the number of DES that have to be 
checked to a finite one. Second, if in the initial derivation tree two nodes with the 
same label A are attainable by two different FDs, then all those nodes in the 
derivation tree represented by the final TB-tableau are attainable by one FD (if A 
still appears in Ts). Third, it is obvious, that the result of the for-loop is not uniquely 
determined, but if there are alternatives, any of them represents a one-bounded 
derivation tree (that is not reduced in this loop) and will be tested in a later pass 
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of this loop. Finally, it should be mentioned that the algorithm is of exponential 
running time; the existence of a polynomial one remains open. 
4.3. Rela tivized independence 
In this section we consider non-independent (“dependent”) database schemas 
from a different point of view. According to our definition in Section 2.4, a database 
schema is dependent if Gen( T) is not a subset of Sat(S). Three cases are then 
possible: (i) Gen( T) n Sat(S) = 0, i.e., there is no transaction-generatable state that 
is globally consistent. In this case we consider CL, as poorly specified. (ii) Gen! T) n 
Sat(S) z 0, but neither set is a subset of the other, or (iii) Sat(S) z Gen( T), i.e., 
there are globally consistent, ransaction-generatable states. In these cases we could 
make the database schema independent (on an a posteriori basis) either by weakening 
2” (and thus enlarging Sat(S)) or by restricting T (and thus diminishing Gen( T)) 
until the independence condition becomes atisfied. 
AS far as & and C,,, are concerned, a reasonable way of weakening is not 
apparent. A general idea in this direction can be derived from the computational 
window approach to universal schema interfaces 1231. In this approach, for any 
d E Sat(D) the derivability of a universal relation (possibly with null values) is 
assumed (as opposed to the existence of such a relation to which the database is 
relatable by projection), and a method is described how to compute this relation. 
Generalizing this as well as the idea of a strong or weak instance, one could provide 
a reconstruction operator “@” such that, for any d, @(d) is a relation over U, from 
which d can be derived by a (possibly special type of) projection n*. Accordingly, 
D might be called “independent” if it is independent (in our sense) with respect 
to & with Sat(&) = {d E Sat(D) 1 r$j@(d)) = ri for each i}. 
In the remainder of this section we continue to consider restricted transaction 
sets; it will turn out that several known results can once more be subsumed under 
this approach. 
Actually, what we restrict is the set of transactions that the user has at hand; the 
goal is to provide them with a (new) semantics that preserves global consistency. 
Formally, let T’ be any (strict) subset of T, a semantics for T’ is a mapping a from 
T’ to T such that o(t) is executed (by the system) whenever t is issued (by the 
user) (and t appears as an “action” in a(t)). Hence, the (modified) valuation of a 
transaction t E T’ in the presenct of v with respect o d E Sat(D) is d’ = u,,,,(d) if 
d’E Sat(D) and d otherwise. A database schema D is called relatively independent 
if Gen(a( T’)) c Sat(S) holds for some fixed T’s T and U: T’+ T (in this case, D 
is independent relative to a). 
It follows that a relatively independent database s&ma is independent (in the 
usual sense) iff T’ equals T and u is the identity mapping. 
We now present wo non-trivial examples of transaction subsets that are equipped 
with a corresponding semantics uch that the database schema under consideration 
is relatively independent. The first is due to [24] and considers &, the second is 
due to [25] and considers CLV. In both cases, the restricted set of transactions that 
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the user has at hand is the set T, of atomic transactions of length 1 [30]. Although 
it does not contain modify-transactions, T, can be considered as an interesting set 
of transactions (at least for dialogue users of the database) according to the intuition 
that relation schemas are intended to form the “units” of database updates. 
Now let D be given with IRI = k, and let t = (+( Ri, p)) E T1, p E Tup(Xi). Consider 
the following mapping from T, to T, where & ic assumed to serve as UR dependency 
set: 
Q(f) := I 
t if K + U holds for K c Xi 
A (3YEK) YEXi-Uik,*,j+iXj A /!d[XinXj]Enx,,x,(ri) 
A p[Xi n Xj] E ~x,,x,( 5) for each j such that F[A]e nA( ri), 
t’=(+(R1, PI),**-, +(Ri,tc),*= -3 +(Rk, pk)) 
otherwise, where there exists some UE Tup( U) such that 
rp[Xi] = p I\ Y[Xj] = pj for each j # i. 
(En this definition, K is assumed to be a key for Xi. The existence of tuple v can 
be assured either by the existence of its projections in base relations already or by 
requesting the user to issue its values.) 
Theorem 4.11. Let S = (R, D, &), where D contains exactly one schema with a 
database key (i.e., therti exists one Ri E IR such that Xi + iJ E F+ [S]), and let d E Sat(S), 
t = (+( Ri, p)) E T,, where p E TUp(Xi) is a new tuple. 
u,,,,(d)ESat(S) ifl a=~ and v&d)ESat(D). 
Proof. (if): Suppose that G is OR, and that v&d) E Sat(D). if Ri contains the 
(unique) database key and this key has at least one attribute not in common with 
any other schema, a obeys pairwise consistency and has at least one new value for 
an attribute in K, so that global consistency of the resulting state is obvious. 
Otherwise, t is transformed by CF into a universal insertion that obeys global 
consistency by definition. 
(only if): If u,,,,(d) is a member of Sat(S), then it also is a member of Sat(D). 
The fact that 0 equals OR follows from [24]. Cl 
Corollary 4.12. D is independent in the sense of 1241 and contains exactly one database 
key ii D is relatively independent with respect o oR . 
Next let & = Zw, d E Sat(D), t = (+( Ri, p)) E T, , p e ri, and consider the follow- 
ing transaction semantics, which is called modified foreign key constraint in [25]: 
mfkc(t):= (+(Ri, P), +(R,,, PI,), l * l 3 +(Ri,l, pi,,)) 
if 
(i) Xt-Xi=U~=l X,,, 
(ii) (~YETu~(XT)) v[Xi] =p and (Vj,l<j<n) (v[Xi,]=~i,h+(ri,,~i,)E 
Sat( Rii), and each I_c;, also satisfies the 
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Theorem 4.13. Let S = ( R, D, &). Under the mf kc-semantics, D is relatively indepen- 
dent, i.e., if d E Sat(S) n Gen(mfkc( T,)) and t E T, , then v,,,fi,&d) E Sat(S). 
The proof of this theorem follows from a result in [25]. Once more, the existence 
of tuple v E Tup(X’) in the definition of the mfkc-semantrcs an be assured in two 
ways. Either the necessary extension of p already exists in the database, or the user 
is asked to enter additional values so that v can be formed starting from p. 
Note that a similar strategy is used to process database updates in the universal 
relation database system described in [9], where updating is a two-step process that 
(i) in a preprocessing step checks whether the desired attribute set is known to the 
system as an updatable component (‘“object”), and (ii) determines according to the 
so-called “user-semantics” for (attribute-based) transactions the necessary extension 
of the object and either selects additional values from the database or asks the user 
to issue them. A formal treatment of this strategy in terms of transactions (on the 
UR-level) can be found in [28]. 
5. Conclusions 
The purpose of this paper has been twofold. One goal was to investigate the 
well-known database concept of a transaction in the light of the universal relation 
model and TV characterize the “operational” behaviour of databases under this 
model with respect o the vario;is universal relation assumptions. The second goal 
was to establish a unified framework for independence in the UR model, which 
emphasizes the new “level of abstraction” that is introduced by turning from the 
general relational to the UR model. 
To achieve these goals, we first introduced a notation in Section 2 that on the 
one hand clearly distinguishes features which can be found in any relational database 
from features which are UR-specific. This led to a new notion of independence 
which generalizes previously known ones. In addition, we introduced a simple model 
for database transactions. In Section 3, we applied our new framework to (re-)state 
several results on independence, which are partially known from the literature, and 
we gave the reader an impression of how to use our transaction model in the presence 
of UR dependencies. 
The main contribution of this paper is Section 4, where we attacked the problem 
of how to handle non-independent database schemas. We did not follow the usual 
path of first ignoring interrelational dependencies and then searching for some nice 
schema property. Instead, we offired two different solutions. The first is straightfor- 
ward in that it directly looks for those relations in the database that have to be 
maintained when performing updates in order to assure local or global consistency. 
We introduced independence- and maintenance-regions for relation schemas and 
transactions, resp., and gave a new characterization of independence in terms of 
these regions. 
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The second formalizes an idea that has been implicit in several papers on this 
and related topics before. It concerns the syntax and the semantics of transactions. 
Syntactically, the set of all transactions is restricted to a certain subset, which may 
only be used. In addition, this usable set of transactions is equipped with a new 
semantics stating how its members are actually evaluated by the DBMS. This 
approach has already been used successfully [9], but it has never been viewed in 
our way. 
The result is something like the “ultimate” notion of independence up to now, 
relative independence. which reduces to the usual notion if the transaction semantics 
is the identity mapping. The notion of relative independence has several advantages. 
First, it is the most general notion of independence so far, because known results 
can be subsumed under our approach. Second, it is defined in terms of transactions, 
thus directly reflecting some of the dynamic aspects of a database. Finally, it indicates 
a new way of looking at database schemas and instances under the UR model. Up 
to now, independence has always been associated with a static and global property 
of the schema (such as acyclicity or uniqueness). Our notion also associates it with 
dynamic ways of handling instances, namely by choosing an appropriate transaction 
semantics. 
Relational database design has always attempted to derive a schema with “desir- 
able” properties, but it has seldomly been looking at operational aspects. If it was 
impossible to design a da:abase schema with such properties, the application was 
considered to be inappropriately specified. So the task became to modify the 
underlying universal schema until the desired property could be :achieved. The 
problem with this approach is that in real-world applications such a modification 
is not always possible or acceptable. In this situation, our proposal may help; the 
database designer should also “design” the (syntax and the) semantics for the 
transactions allowed. 
Several problems remain unsolved, however. One is that we defined (relative) 
independence in terms of transactions and static dependencies. What else should 
be integrated into this definition? We did not consider transactions and dependencies 
separately, such as [ 1,2] do. It is cc, sn to investigate independence in terms of’ just 
UR dependencies and “dependency-free” transactions that per se guarantee global 
consistency. An approach in this direction is described in [29], where the notions 
of “‘strong” and “weak” transaction evaluation are introduced (where “strong” is 
identical to the notion used in this paper and “weak” does not regard given 
dependencies). These notions give rise to “strcng” and “weak” independence, resp., 
and directly carry over to the transactionat ;ichemas discussed in [ 11. 
If T’ is a subset of T, the set of all transactions over a given database schema 
and if 0 is some fixed semantics for T’, it is open to characterize the set Gen(a( T 
of databases by (for instance embed ed implicational) dependencies [ 121. We also 
did not fully look at the corqequences of relaxing the “Gen( T) = Sat(D)” condition= 
A final problem to be mentioned here is to consider a transaction model in which 
an explicit modify command is included. According to [2], the membership roblem 
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for Gen( T) becomes undecidable in general if modifications are included. This may 
lead to difficulties when comparing Gen( T) and Sat(S). 
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